MAYAN ASTROLOGY READINGS WITH KENNETH JOHNSON
Experience authentic Mayan astrology readings with Kenneth Johnson, author of “Jaguar
Wisdom” and “Mayan Calendar Astrology,” (http://jaguarwisdom.org/books/html#books), who
is now offering Mayan Calendar readings precisely as he learned the art from Maya teachers in
Guatemala. http://www.jaguarwisdom.org/astrology.html
Ken’s approach is very different from other Mayan astrology readings that you will find
elsewhere on the Internet. With the exception of “The Path of Feathered Serpent,” there are no
print-outs here. Ken’s readings are conducted as they would be in Guatemala. In actual practice,
Daykeepers use the information contained in one's birth chart to help people find new
approaches and solutions to their life issues and challenges. This, of course, can only be
accomplished through actual dialogue between astrologer and client. Ken has worked personally
with several well known Maya teachers. Many of you may be familiar with the "five-sign
horoscope" which has been popularized to some degree outside of Guatemala. Some may be
familiar with the more complex nine-sign horoscope employed by other astrologers in
Guatemala. Ken uses all these techniques as well as some which are entirely unknown outside of
the K’iche’ highlands of Guatemala.





Each client receives a pdf of her or his Mayan Horoscope containing the factors covered
in either the “Essentials or “El Grande” packages.
All readings are conducted through skype.
Clients are encouraged to address the issues which are of most importance to them to
serve as topics for discussion during the reading.
All readings are recorded as mp3 files and e-mailed to the client.

The Essentials: Includes the following features:
 The five-sign “Mayan Cross” horoscope first popularized in Ken’s 1997 “Jaguar
Wisdom: An Introduction to the Mayan Calendar,” including the Birth Sign, Conception
Sign, Future Sign, and the Powers of the Left and Right Hand
 The significance of the Lord of the Year
 Day-signs for relationship compatibility
One half hour: Price $33.00

El Grande: Includes the following features:
 The complete nine-sign Mayan horoscope of three columns (life path, material world, and
intuitive gifts
 A unique method for determining the phases of human life
 The significance of the Lord of the Year
 Day-signs for relationship compatibility
 The significance of solar and lunar cycles, a little known technique from Momostenango
One hour: Price $60.00

The Path of Feathered Serpent
 This is a print-out containing instructions for a series of guided meditations called the
Path of the Feathered Serpent. Based on one’s “personal lunar month,” the purpose of the
meditations is to awaken the powerful energy which the Maya call koyopa or “inner
lightning.”
Print-out: $13.00

